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Madalene Lisle; Or, the Maid of Kent. An Historical Romance Gabriel Alexander
1851
A Summer Affair Susan Wiggs 2016-01-18 Book 5 of the Calhoun Chronicles by #1
New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs. San Francisco, California, 1884
A gifted but troubled physician, Blue Calhoun runs a thriving practice from his
Nob Hill mansion while raising his son after an unthinkable tragedy. Then one
day a fugitive with a gunshot wound appears in Blue's surgery. Though she holds
a pistol aimed at his heart, the desperation in her eyes awakens Blue's
compassion. Reluctantly he is drawn to her fragile beauty, her nerves of steel
and the mystery surrounding her. Isabel Fish-Wooten spent most of her life on
the run, but everything changes when she forces a stranger to save her life.
Yet her rescue comes with an unexpected price. As Isabel recovers from her
wounds, she is touched by this remarkable man and yearns to reach out to him
and his son. From danger-filled back alleys to glittering ballrooms, Isabel and
Blue confront the violence and corruption that threatens their newfound
passion. Theirs is an unforgettable quest to discover a rare and special love,
and the precious gift of a second chance at happiness. A historical romance.
The Smithfield Bargain Jo Ann Ferguson 1994 Stranded during a howling blizzard
with a thick-brogued, hard-muscled Scotsman, Lady Romayne Smithfield is forced
to consider entering into a marriage of convenience in order to avoid scandal.
Original.
The Phantom Tree Nicola Cornick 2018-09-01 Browsing an antiques shop in
Wiltshire, Alison Bannister stumbles across a delicate old portrait—identified
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as the doomed Tudor queen, Anne Boleyn. Except Alison knows better. The subject
is Mary Seymour, the daughter of Katherine Parr, who was taken to Wolf Hall in
1557 and presumed dead after going missing as a child. And Alison knows this
because she, too, lived at Wolf Hall and knew Mary...more than four hundred
years ago. The painting of Mary is more than just a beautiful object for
Alison—it holds the key to her past life, the unlocking of the mystery
surrounding Mary’s disappearance and how Alison can get back to her own time.
To when she and Mary were childhood enemies yet shared a pact that now,
finally, must be fulfilled, no matter the cost. Bestselling author of House of
Shadows Nicola Cornick offers a provocative alternate history of rivals,
secrets and danger, set in a time when a woman’s destiny was determined by the
politics of men and luck of birth. A spellbinding tale for fans of Kate Morton,
Philippa Gregory and Barbara Erskine.
Wicked Widow Amanda Quick 2009-12-23 Madeline Deveridge is aware of the
whispers behind her back, the rumors that she dispatched her husband to the
next world and concealed her crime. But she has a far more pressing problem
than her reputation as the Wicked Widow. It's impossible to believe that her
late husband is haunting her and her aunt, but something odd is happening, and
Madeline doesn't dare take chances. Summoning the brilliant, reclusive Artemas
Hunt, secret owner of London's favorite pleasure pavilions and master of arcane
talents, she blackmails him into providing help. As soon as the bargain is
struck, Artemas and Madeline find their arrangement complicated by searing
desire, and the frightening recognition that the ghost poses a very real
danger. Now they must plunge into a world of intrigue and ancient mysteries,
where a calculating killer — and a tantalizing passion — will not be denied.
Brokering Culture in Britain's Empire and the Historical Novel Matthew C.
Salyer 2020 Brokering Culture radically recontextualizes conventional views of
the relationship between the British Empire and the emergence of the
nineteenth-century historical novel. The author focuses on how literary
translations of eighteenth-century experiences of empire established the genre
as a site of critique for nationalism and historical progress.
A Perfect Gentleman Candace Camp 2017-03-28 From New York Times bestselling
author Candace Camp comes a delicious and steamy marriage-of-convenience
historical romance in A Perfect Gentleman. Forced to marry an American heiress
to save his family, Graeme Parr, Earl of Montclair, vowed their marriage would
be in name only. Abigail Price thought handsome, aristocratic Graeme was her
knight in shining armor, rescuing her from her overbearing father. But when she
was spurned by her husband on their wedding night, Abigail fled home to New
York. Now, years later, Abigail has returned. But this sophisticated, alluring
woman is not the drab girl Graeme remembers. Appalled by her bold American ways
but drawn to her beauty, Graeme follows her on a merry chase through London’s
elegant ballrooms to its dockside taverns—why is his wife back? What could she
want of him now? Torn between desire and suspicion, Graeme fears that Abby,
like her unprincipled father, has a devious plan to ruin him. But is Abigail’s
true desire Graeme’s destruction...or winning his love at last?
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Passion In the Past: 70 Historical Romance Novels Jane Austen 2022-01-04
Musaicum Books presents to you the collection of the great love stories of the
past, the best historical novels in one edition: Uarda: A Romance of Ancient
Egypt (Georg Ebers) The New Abelard: Love in the Times of Cathedrals (Robert
Williams Buchanan) Hildebrand: The Days of Queen Elizabeth (Anonymous) Love-atArms (Rafael Sabatini) The Making Of A Saint (W. Somerset Maugham) The Cloister
and the Hearth (Charles Reade) The Princess of Cleves (Madame de La Fayette)
The Forest Lovers (Maurice Hewlett) Malcolm (George MacDonald) Scarlet Letter:
Love in the Colonial Period (Nathaniel Hawthorne) The Wild Irish Girl (Lady
Sydney Morgan) Sophia (Stanley John Weyman) Paul and Virginia (Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre) Memoirs of Emma Courtney (Mary Hays) Powder and Patch (Georgette
Heyer) The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette Heyer) The
History of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza Haywood) Fantomina (Eliza Haywood)
Olinda's Adventures (Catharine Trotter Cockburn) Belinda (Maria Edgeworth)
Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre Choderlos de Laclos) Evelina (Fanny Burney) Pamela
Trilogy Mary (Mary Wollstonecraft) Jane Austen: Pride & Prejudice Sense &
Sensibility Mansfield Park Emma Persuasion Miss Marjoribanks & Phoebe, Junior
(Mrs. Olifant) Vanity Fair (Thackeray) Mr. Rowl (D. K. Broster) The Battle of
the Strong (Gilbert Parker) Kitty Alone (Sabine Baring-Gould) Sentimental
Education (Gustave Flaubert) Lady Anna (Anthony Trollope) The Manoeuvring
Mother (Lady Charlotte Bury) Ramona (Helen Hunt Jackson) Jane Eyre (Charlotte
Brontë) Wuthering Heights (Emily Brontë) The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne
Brontë) The Lady of the Camellias (Alexandre Dumas) The Portrait of a Lady &
The Wings of the Dove (Henry James) Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy) The Age of
Innocence (Edith Wharton) Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy) Bel Ami (Guy
de Maupassant) The Squatter and the Don (María Ruiz de Burton) Maria
Chapdelaine (Louis Hémon) The Four Feathers (A. E. W. Mason) The Miranda
Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill) The Great Gatsby (F. Scott Fitzgerald)
The Speaker 1895
New International Yearbook 1912
Sequels Janet Husband 2009 A guide to series fiction lists popular series,
identifies novels by character, and offers guidance on the order in which to
read unnumbered series.
Caesar & Cleopatra Khalīl Saʻādah 1898
Putting Your Hat Down At Home: Four Historical Romance Novellas Doreen Milstead
2017-12-09 Orphaned Grace, Child Of God - An abused orphan is turned out onto
the streets of New Your City after reaching 18, and rapidly falls prey to some
devious souls who roam the streets looking for lost and lonely women PLUS
Promised To Another But Falling In Love With The Outlaw Cowboy In Colorado - A
woman who is the fiancé of a banker, goes to meet him for the first time at his
bank, but is treated rudely by the obnoxious man PLUS Reading Charles Dickens
Along The Oregon Trail – Orphaned, a woman tries to fit in with other families
as she travels the Oregon Trail headed West PLUS Someone Is Guiding Her Life
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From Heaven - A widow is guided by what she believes to be the spirit of her
dead husband in heaven, to correspond with a rancher in Iowa, and then she
makes a decision that will alter her life forever.
The Phantom Heroine Judith T. Zeitlin 2007-06-30 The "phantom heroine"—in
particular the fantasy of her resurrection through sex with a living man—is one
of the most striking features of traditional Chinese literature. Even today the
hypersexual female ghost continues to be a source of fascination in East Asian
media, much like the sexually predatory vampire in American and European
movies, TV, and novels. But while vampires can be of either gender, erotic
Chinese ghosts are almost exclusively female. The significance of this gender
asymmetry in Chinese literary history is the subject of Judith Zeitlin’s
elegantly written and meticulously researched new book. Zeitlin’s study centers
on the seventeenth century, one of the most interesting and creative periods of
Chinese literature and politically one of the most traumatic, witnessing the
overthrow of the Ming, the Manchu conquest, and the subsequent founding of the
Qing. Drawing on fiction, drama, poetry, medical cases, and visual culture, the
author departs from more traditional literary studies, which tend to focus on a
single genre or author. Ranging widely across disciplines, she integrates
detailed analyses of great literary works with insights drawn from the history
of medicine, art history, comparative literature, anthropology, religion, and
performance studies. The Phantom Heroine probes the complex literary and
cultural roots of the Chinese ghost tradition. Zeitlin is the first to address
its most remarkable feature: the phenomenon of verse attributed to phantom
writers—that is, authors actually reputed to be spirits of the deceased. She
also makes the case for the importance of lyric poetry in developing a ghostly
aesthetics and image code. Most strikingly, Zeitlin shows that the
representation of female ghosts, far from being a marginal preoccupation,
expresses cultural concerns of central importance.
Sampler: SF, Historical & Contemporary Romance Collection Kit Tunstall
2021-11-23 If you're looking for a variety pack of USA Today bestselling author
Kit Tunstall's books, this is the collection for you. Inside, you'll find ten
novels (total) from each of her romance pen names. Explore the galaxy in one
story, match wits with a handsome Regency lord in another, and find yourself in
present day as a murder witness in hiding, or matching wits with Mr. Right in
yet another offering. Whether you're a new-to-Kit reader, or you're an
established fan, there is enough variety in this ten-book collection for you to
find something to love. And it's a great way to get a taste of all Kit's
offerings across romance. More than 350,000 words combined! (This collection
contains previously published material only.) Search Terms: contemporary
romance, paranormal romance, romantic suspense, science fiction romance, new
adult romance, cyborgs, shifters, police officers, Regency, military romance,
action romance, postapocalyptic romance, reverse harem, steamy, single-author
collection, pen name sampler
A TALE OF TWO CITIES & BARNABY RUDGE (Historical Novels Set In the Time of
Great Rebellions) Charles Dickens 2017-02-28 This carefully crafted ebook: "A
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TALE OF TWO CITIES & BARNABY RUDGE” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. A Tale of Two Cities is set in
London and Paris before and during the French Revolution. The novel depicts the
plight of the French peasantry demoralized by the French aristocracy in the
years leading up to the revolution, the corresponding brutality demonstrated by
the revolutionaries toward the former aristocrats in the early years of the
revolution, and many unflattering social parallels with life in London during
the same period. Barnaby Rudge: A Tale of the Riots of Eighty is largely set
during the Gordon Riots of 1780. The story begins on an evening of foul weather
in the year 1775 where we meet several families; The Willets, The Vardens, The
Chesters, and Barnaby Rudge, a simpleton who wanders around with his pet raven,
Grip. As the story advances five years to a wintry evening in early 1780, many
of the characters get involved in the infamous Protestant riots led by Sir
George Gordon. Charles Dickens (1812-1870) was an English writer and social
critic. He created some of the world's best-known fictional characters and is
regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era.
Phantom Marriage Penny Jordan 2019-10-01 Read this classic romance by New York
Times bestselling author Penny Jordan, now available for the first time in ebook! She had weathered life’s storms alone. Tara had been only seventeen when
she’d given herself to James. She had borne him twins in secret, inventing a
short-lived marriage to protect her fatherless children and to hide her shame.
The years had brought Tara added wisdom, though time hadn’t dulled the pain of
James’s rejection or the aching pleasure of their remembered passion. Meeting
him again was a shock, but Tara was determined never to let him know the price
she had paid in silence for her first and only love. Title originally published
in 1983.
One Wicked Sin Nicola Cornick 2010-11-01 Once the toast of the ton, Lottie
Cummings is now notorious for being divorced. Shunned by society, the destitute
beauty is lured to become a Covent Garden courtesan. Until a dangerous rake
saves her with a scandalous offer. The illegitimate son of a duke, Ethan Ryder
rose to the ranks of Napoleon's most trusted cavalry officer—until his capture
landed him in England as a prisoner of war. Now on parole, Ethan is planning
his most audacious coup yet. But he needs Lottie's help to create a spectacular
diversion. Yet their pact ignites a passionate bond that may scandalize even
these two wicked souls….
A Phantom Affair Jo Ann Ferguson 2015-03-17 Ellen Dunbar (who first appeared in
The Smithfield Bargain) visits Wolfe Abbey, the home of Corey Wolfe, Marquess
Wulfric (who first appeared in The Wolfe Wager), to watch a fireworks show. She
finds Lord Wulfric fun and enjoys the fireworks until something goes terribly
wrong. Fireworks explode, knocking her from her feet and fatally wounding the
marquess. She is shattered at his death, but her despair becomes astonishment
when, that night, Corey reappears . . . as a ghost! He vows to find her the
perfect husband before the chrysanthemums bloom at summer’s end. The problem
is, as Corey match-makes for Ellen (who is the only one who can see and hear
him), he begins to fall in love with her himself. So what’s a ghost to do when
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he’s made a vow and he can’t even touch the woman he loves?
The Convenient Arrangement Jo Ann Ferguson 2015-03-17 Lorenzo Wolfe (previously
seen in A Phantom Affair) has recently become Lord Moorsea, with lands in
southwestern England. When he goes to claim them, he finds he already has
company. Lady Valeria Fanning (previously seen in Rhyme and Reason) has come
with her 8-year-old nephew to live with the man who was once her guardian, the
previous Lord Moorsea. Now they are Lorenzo’s responsibility, because she lost
everything she owed when her late brother’s debts swallowed everything. For
Lorenzo, the simplest thing to do would be to find Valeria a convenient
arrangement—a marriage to someone else. But that plan goes awry when one of her
brother’s debtors tries to force her into marriage by using her nephew as a
pawn. Instead of the quiet life Lorenzo thought he wanted, he finds himself
embroiled in saving the boy who has vexed him too many times. However, he has
come to love the little boy as well as his aunt. Suddenly living alone in the
isolated house has no appeal, but is it too late?
Lady Be Good Meredith Duran 2015-07-28 The third searing novel in the Rules for
the Reckless series by Meredith Duran, the USA TODAY bestselling author of sexy
and evocative Regency romances in the tradition of Sarah MacLean. CATCHING THE
LADY RED-HANDED Born to a family of infamous criminals, Lilah Marshall has left
behind her past and made herself into the perfect lady. Working as a hostess at
Everleigh's, London’s premier auction house, she leads a life full of art,
culture, and virtue. All her dreams are within reach—until a gorgeous and
enigmatic viscount catches her in the act of one last, very reluctant theft.
CHASING ONE RED-HOT PASSION Christian “Kit” Stratton, Viscount Palmer, is
society's most dashing war hero. But Kit’s easy smiles hide a dark secret: he
is haunted by a madman’s vow to destroy anyone he loves. When his hunt for the
enemy leads to Everleigh’s Auction Rooms, he compels Lilah to help him. But one
tempting touch may be their undoing—for what Kit needs threatens all Lilah
holds dear, and losing her may destroy Kit.
BLEAK HOUSE (Historical Thriller Based on True Events) Charles Dickens
2017-02-27 This carefully crafted ebook: "BLEAK HOUSE (Historical Thriller
Based on True Events)” is formatted for your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents. At the centre of Bleak House is the long-running
legal case, Jarndyce and Jarndyce, inspired by a real-life Chancery case, which
came about because someone wrote several conflicting wills, which than led to
numerous family feuds, schemes and murder. Charles Dickens (1812-1870) was an
English writer and social critic. He created some of the world's best-known
fictional characters and is regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian
era.
The Lover of The Opera S. M. Harlow 2021-05 She wants to escape the Ton Anita
Henderson never thought her family would return to England. Nor did she dream
of bouncing back into a world of ballgowns, courting, and the Ton's most
ambitious season to gossip. Their hottest topic? The remarkably extravagant and
sinful Lords of London. The Six Rakes of Springfield. But as a gratified
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wallflower, how was Anita to know that she would soon be plunged into a new
dream? An underworld with a masked lover, a secret affair, and a treacherous
ploy between love and disgrace. He never thought to leave his Opera House For
Bram Williams, nothing plagued him more than meddling chitchat. For most of his
life, Bram steered clear of it, only for it to be a hopeless escape. The Ton
had set their eyes on him long ago, and from there his reputation was written
in stone. His only solace was his Opera House, but even that sealed his name in
the books. The Lover of the Opera. Bram never imagined he would be free of the
constant schemes of conniving sirens. But nor did he dream of ever finding a
lost flower hidden within his desolate realm. A love that can transcend a dream
What could Anita and Bram possibly gain from pleasures found within each
other's embrace? A scandal, for certain. A tarnished character, to be assumed.
But love was never dreamt. A love, they both knew, that shouldn't ever be
between a respectable Lady of the Ton and a Rakish Phantom. Where could their
love stand when all realities force them to remain in the shadows?
The Greatest Historical Romance Novels of All Time Jane Austen 2021-04-02 eartnow presents to you the collection of the great love stories of the past,
the best historical novels in one edition:_x000D_ Uarda: A Romance of Ancient
Egypt (Georg Ebers)_x000D_ The New Abelard: Love in the Times of Cathedrals
(Robert Williams Buchanan)_x000D_ Hildebrand: The Days of Queen Elizabeth
(Anonymous) _x000D_ Love-at-Arms (Rafael Sabatini) _x000D_ The Making Of A
Saint (W. Somerset Maugham) _x000D_ The Cloister and the Hearth (Charles Reade)
_x000D_ The Princess of Cleves (Madame de La Fayette)_x000D_ The Forest Lovers
(Maurice Hewlett) _x000D_ Malcolm (George MacDonald) _x000D_ Scarlet Letter:
Love in the Colonial Period (Nathaniel Hawthorne) _x000D_ The Wild Irish Girl
(Lady Sydney Morgan) _x000D_ Sophia (Stanley John Weyman) _x000D_ Paul and
Virginia (Bernardin de Saint-Pierre) _x000D_ Memoirs of Emma Courtney (Mary
Hays) _x000D_ Powder and Patch (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The Black Moth: A
Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The History of Miss
Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Fantomina (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_
Olinda's Adventures (Catharine Trotter Cockburn)_x000D_ Belinda (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_
Evelina (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Pamela Trilogy_x000D_ Mary (Mary
Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Jane Austen:_x000D_ Pride & Prejudice_x000D_ Sense &
Sensibility_x000D_ Mansfield Park_x000D_ Emma_x000D_ Persuasion_x000D_ Miss
Marjoribanks & Phoebe, Junior (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair
(Thackeray)_x000D_ Mr. Rowl (D. K. Broster)_x000D_ The Battle of the Strong
(Gilbert Parker)_x000D_ Kitty Alone (Sabine Baring-Gould) _x000D_ Sentimental
Education (Gustave Flaubert) _x000D_ Lady Anna (Anthony Trollope)_x000D_ The
Manoeuvring Mother (Lady Charlotte Bury)_x000D_ Ramona (Helen Hunt Jackson)
_x000D_ Jane Eyre (Charlotte Brontë)_x000D_ Wuthering Heights (Emily
Brontë)_x000D_ The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne Brontë)_x000D_ The Lady of the
Camellias (Alexandre Dumas)_x000D_ The Portrait of a Lady & The Wings of the
Dove (Henry James)_x000D_ Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy)_x000D_ The Age of
Innocence (Edith Wharton)_x000D_ Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas
Hardy)_x000D_ Bel Ami (Guy de Maupassant) _x000D_ The Squatter and the Don
(María Ruiz de Burton) _x000D_ Maria Chapdelaine (Louis Hémon)_x000D_ The Four
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Feathers (A. E. W. Mason) _x000D_ The Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston
Hill)_x000D_ The Great Gatsby (F. Scott Fitzgerald)
Beast Judith Ivory 1997-04 Agreeing to marry European aristocrat Charles
d'Harcourt, who is rumored to be hideously ugly, American heiress Louise
Vandermeer decides to have a last fling with a compelling stranger aboard the
ship that carries her to her new home. Original.
Gloucester Cathedral; or, the Last days of the Tudors, a historical romance
John Randall CLARKE 1856
Her Man of Affairs Elizabeth Mansfield 1986 Lady Theodora Fairchild, deep in
financial trouble, falls in love with David MacKenzie, her Scottish bookkeeper
A Leather Rose: Four Historical Romance Novellas Doreen Milstead 2017-10-08
Someone Is Guiding Her Life From Heaven - A widow is guided by what she
believes to be the spirit of her dead husband in heaven, to correspond with a
rancher in Iowa, and then she makes a decision that will alter her life forever
PLUS The Dark Shadows of Life - To escape an evil man after her father dies, an
English woman journeys to America after corresponding with and then agreeing to
marry a cowboy from Texas PLUS The Detective & His Mail Order Bride - A mail
order bride travels to Wichita, Kansas, to become wife of a detective.
Immediately thrown into a murder mystery, they form a strong partnership, but
it’s tested as they begin to gather clues about the case PLUS The First Female
Cable Car Operator & The Wealthy American - An upper class young woman in
Quebec has a lifelong dream of being the first woman cable car operator in San
Francisco.
The Accidental Romance Elizabeth Mansfield 1994 A fateful carriage collision
causes an uproar throughout town when Lord Perry Wittenden publishes his
account of the crash describing Lucienne as a shrew, a slight she will not
tolerate, despite his good looks and charm. Reissue.
The Works of W. Harrison Ainsworth, Esq: Crichton : an historical romance
William Harrison Ainsworth 1850
Twentieth-century Romance and Historical Writers Lesley Henderson 1990 An
encyclopedic, biographical survey of the genre. The entry for each writer
consists of a biography, a complete list of separately published books, and a
signal critical essay. In addition, living entrants were invited to comment on
their work. Series characters and locales have been indicated. Also included
are notations of available bibliographies, manuscript collections, and critical
studies. Acidic paper. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Phantom Susan Kay 2011-12
The Gentleman's Magazine, and Historical Chronicle, for the Year ... 1857
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Whisper of Scandal Nicola Cornick 2010-10-01 Lady Joanna Ware has no desire to
wed again but that doesn't stop the flurry of suitors knocking on her door.
Desperate to thwart another proposal, Joanna brazenly kisses Arctic explorer
Alex, Lord Grant. Unable to deny the blazing attraction that flares, Joanna
knows she's just set the gossip mill turning. After suffering countless
infidelities during her marriage, she's accustomed to scandal. But nothing
prepares her for the shocking news that her deceased husband has bequeathed his
illegitimate child to her and his friend Alex. As rumors run rampant in the
ton, Joanna and Alex travel to the Arctic to claim the orphan. Battling
blizzards, dangerous wildlife and a treacherous plot, Alex must protect Joanna,
but not before he wickedly seduces her….
Contemporary Authors Scot Peacock 2002-12 Your students and users will find
biographical information on approximately 300 modern writers in this volume of
Contemporary Authors(R).
The New International Year Book 1912
Historical Romance Novels - Ultimate Collection Charlotte Brontë 2022-05-17
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this meticulously edited collection of
historical novels, the immortal tales of love, lust, pleasure and
betrayal._x000D_ Content:_x000D_ The Lady of the Camellias (Alexandre
Dumas)_x000D_ The Portrait of a Lady (Henry James)_x000D_ The Wings of the Dove
(Henry James) _x000D_ Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy)_x000D_ The Age of Innocence
(Edith Wharton)_x000D_ Jane Eyre (Charlotte Brontë)_x000D_ Wuthering Heights
(Emily Brontë)_x000D_ The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne Brontë)_x000D_ Tess of
the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy)_x000D_ Scarlet Letter (Nathaniel
Hawthorne)_x000D_ The Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill)_x000D_ Fantomina
(Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ The History of Miss Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza
Haywood)_x000D_ The Fortunate Foundlings (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Powder and
Patch (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth Century
(Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ Belinda (Maria Edgeworth)_x000D_ Patronage (Maria
Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_
Evelina (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Cecilia (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Camilla (Fanny
Burney)_x000D_ The Wanderer (Fanny Burney)_x000D_ Mary: A Fiction (Mary
Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Pride and Prejudice (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Sense and
Sensibility (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Mansfield Park (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Emma (Jane
Austen)_x000D_ Persuasion (Jane Austen)_x000D_ Miss Marjoribanks (Mrs.
Olifant)_x000D_ Phoebe, Junior (Mrs. Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair (William
Makepeace Thackeray)_x000D_ Pamela (Samuel Richardson)_x000D_ Anti-Pamela
(Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Shamela (Henry Fielding)
Picture of Love: Four Historical Romance Novellas Doreen Milstead 2017-12-18
Someone Is Guiding Her Life From Heaven - A widow is guided by what she
believes to be the spirit of her dead husband in heaven, to correspond with a
rancher in Iowa, and then she makes a decision that will alter her life forever
PLUS The Detective & His Mail Order Bride - A mail order bride travels to
Wichita, Kansas, to become wife of a detective. Immediately thrown into a
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murder mystery, they form a strong partnership, but it’s tested as they begin
to gather clues about the case PLUS The Woman With Polio & The California
Farmer - A woman with polio takes the long journey by train to her mail order
husband, a farmer in California. She hasn’t told him about her polio, or the
fact that she may not be able to have children PLUS The California Cowboy & The
Pregnant & Jilted English Orphan - An English woman is jilted by her boyfriend
after he promises to marry her and she becomes pregnant.
The Phantom Lover Elizabeth Mansfield 2015-01-13 The fascinating stranger who
visits a young lady in the dead of night is no ghostly spirit in this
spellbinding Regency romance by award-winning author Elizabeth Mansfield After
scandalizing London with her improper behavior and jilting two suitors, Nell
Belden is about to do it again. This time she rejects the very wealthy, utterly
insufferable nobleman her financially strapped guardians have been pressuring
her to marry. Banished to their isolated Cornwall estate, Nell is awakened one
night by an unusual apparition. But her midnight visitor is no phantom. He is
Captain Henry Thorne, sixth Earl of Thornbury. The new Lord of Thorndene has
returned to his crumbling family seat to live in isolation, far from the
horrors of war. Nell is intrigued by this wounded soldier who has no desire to
take his rightful place in society. As the weeks pass and fascination flames
into dangerous desire, Nell realizes she must leave—or risk losing her heart to
the one man who can never belong to her.
Historical Dictionary
Historical Dictionary
its beginnings to the
introductory essay, a
entries.

of Horror Cinema Peter Hutchings 2017-11-22 The
of Horror Cinema traces the development of the genre from
present. This is done through a chronology, an
bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary
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